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introduction

healthy growth and development of children. Lots 
of cuddles, kisses, laughter, love and a focus on their 
strengths will help nurture and guide children from 
infancy into adulthood. The Leeds, Grenville, and 

support and assistance to parents to aid in this journey. 

and Pregnancy programs can provide you 

parenthood.

Birth to 19 years

and development, on how to communicate with your teen, and on how to support and 
encourage them to succeed.

www.healthunit.org 

Leeds, Grenville, and Lanark District Health Unit.
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introduction

pregnant. 

This parent resource guide was developed for those individuals who are planning a pregnancy, 

will help you prepare for your journey into parenthood. 

opinions.  This understanding can help you as you make new decisions regarding the health and 

and any new experiences.

future for your child.

Amelia E. Barr
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Throughout this book, you will find many ways that parents can be asset 

builders for their children.  Look for the matching symbols to see which 

group of assets you are building.

Support

Be sure to nurture your relationship 
with your partner. The transition 
from partners to parents can bring 
many challenges and stressors 
to your relationship. Take time 
now to work on building a strong 
elationship. Family Support. Now 
is the time to begin building your 
circle of supports. Having the help 
you need to make it through the 
transition period will help make 
things a little easier.

Caring neighbourhood: look around 
your neighbourhood.

Is it a safe and caring place for your 
future child to learn and grow?

Empowerment  

Learn what you can in order to have 
the healthiest pregnancy possible: 
attend prenatal classes with your 
partner

(or support person). Being informed 
allows you to make better choices 
for your family.

There are 40 assets that all expectant parents should know. These assets are divided into 8 
categories. As expectant parents, you have new opportunities each day to help create a place 
where your future children can build on their assets. Research has shown that the more assets you 
are able to provide, the less likely your future children will be involved in any high risk behaviours 
later in life, and the more likely they are to engage in more positive behaviours. Get started now 
and build a strong foundation for your family!

40 developmental assets

Here are some ideas to start building assets for your infant:

Boundaries and Expectations  

As you experience the transition 
from partners to parents, talk with 
your partner about how these roles 
change and what you can expect 
from each other as a new mom and 
a new dad.

Constructive Use of Time

Nurture your relationship: make 
time each week to discuss feelings, 
concerns about the pregnancy 
and birth of the baby. How do 
you feel about becoming a mom? 
How do you feel about becoming 
a dad? Take time to ensure your 
relationship is “in check”.

Plan for baby’s arrival: do you have 
everything you require for baby’s 
arrival? Are your bags packed for the 
hospital?
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The Developmental Assets® category icons have been used with permission from Search Institute®, Minneapolis, MN.  Copyright © 2002. All 
Rights Reserved. To learn more about asset building and view the original list of 40 Developmental Assets, visit www.search-institute.org.  
Search Institute does not make warranty or guarantee  the accuracy of information and materials included in this resource.

Check these websites for  more information:

     www.beagreatparent.ca
 

Commitment to Learning

Know where to get reliable 
information and help: Being 
expectant parents can be an 
overwhelming time. Everyone has 
some kind of advice to give you. 

Make sure you are receiving reliable 
information to help you make 
informed choices.

Positive Values  

Nurture your relationship:  when 
you show love and support for one 
another, your future child will begin 
to develop the same healthy attitudes 
and beliefs.

Abuse during pregnancy: 1 in 12 
women in Canada may be a victim of 
physical violence; a staggering 40% 
of wife assault incidents begin during 
the time of a woman’s first pregnancy.

Social Competencies  
Decision making skills: think 
about your own planning and 
decision-making skills. Build on 
your own strengths and work on 
your weaknesses. Model these 
skills for children. For example, use 
things like to do lists and planning 
calendars.

Positive Identity  

Positive body image: The woman’s 
body goes through several changes 
during pregnancy. It is important 
to understand why these changes 
occur and how a body can support 
a new life. Partners need to be 
sensitive to these changes.

http://www.search-institute.org
http://www.abundantassets.com
http://www.thrivecanada.ca
http://www.mvparents.com
http://www.beagreatparent.ca
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Registration and Introduction 

Icebreaker Activity

Prenatal Care
Importance of prenatal care
Prenatal tests and procedures

Changes In Pregnancy
Pregnancy time lines
Baby’s growth and development 
VIDEO: Journey into Life (8 mins)
Common changes in pregnancy
Preterm labour
Partner adjustments

Healthy Eating 
Benefits of healthy eating
Healthy weight gain
Special nutrients
Food Safety

Physical and Emotional Fitness
Pregnancy and stress
Coping strategies
Benefits of active living
Exercising safely

Environmental Exposures
Substances and pregnancy
Hidden exposures homework activity

class 1 – healthy pregnancy

Links
Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada – www.sogc.org
Motherisk – www.motherisk.org 
Eat Right Ontario – eatrightontario.ca 
Paramed –X for Pregnancy – www.csep.ca
Exercise & Pregnancy Helpline – 1-866-937-7678
Canadian Father Involvement Initiative – www.cfii.ca
Workers Health and Safety Centre - www.whsc.on.ca
Canadian Partnership for Children’s Health and Environment (CPCHE) -  www.healthenvironmentforkids.ca
Smoker’s Helpline - www.smokershelpline.ca  
Expecting to Quit - www.expectingtoquit.ca
Hidden Exposures - http://www.toronto.ca/health/hphe/children.htm

http://www.eatrightontario.ca
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Class Notes
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Hidden Exposures Homework review

Stages of Labour 
Birth plan
True vs false labour  
What happens in labour
VIDEO – 3 Stages of Labour    

Comfort Measures
Labour support
Comfort measures & homework reading
Breathing techniques
Ice Activity
VIDEO: Tried & True           

Medical Interventions 
Medical interventions
Pain relief options
Caesarean birth
Medications and breastfeeding
VIDEO: Choices in Childbirth, Mary Pat’s Birth (c-section)

class 2 – labour & delivery

Links 
Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada – www.sogc.org
Motherisk – www.motherisk.org 
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Class Notes
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class 3 – healthy baby, healthy brain
Benefits of breastfeeding and risks of not breastfeeding

Substances and mother’s milk

Partner support

 VIDEO: Skin to skin and colostrum- (Dr. Bergman), 
 VIDEO: Biological Nursing (Baby-led latching, Dr. Colson), 
 VIDEO: Ch. 3: Achieving a Good Latch (Mother-led latching, Dr. Newman)
 VIDEO: Ch. 2: Hand Expression Steps (Making Enough Milk)

Links
Canadian Paediatric Society - www.caringforkids.cps.ca
Motherisk – www.motherisk.org 
Babies/Children section of HU website -  http://www.healthunit.org/children/feeding/feedingbreast.htm
Skin to Skin video by Dr. Nils Bergman -  www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IYtFrgbDUo
Hand Expression video -  http://newborns.stanford.edu/Breastfeeding/HandExpression.html
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Class Notes
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class 4 – life with your baby

Postpartum Changes 
Your changing body
Sexuality and birth control
When to seek medical attention
Baby blues
Postpartum mood disorders in mothers and fathers/partners
 VIDEO: Cribside Assistance Manual
Getting Ready for Parenting

Newborn Care and Safety  
Newborn characteristics
 Common newborn procedures
Routine newborn screening
Crib, sleep and car seat safety
VIDEO: Rear-facing infant car seat installation 
Crying
Attachment
VIDEO: Healthy Baby Healthy Brain. Section: Love Builds Brains, Subsection: Listening to Your Baby 

Birth Plan Discussion

Links 
24hr Cribside Assistance -  www.newdadmanual.ca 
Best Start website -  www.lifewithnewbaby.ca 
Babies/Children section of HU website - www.healthunit.org/children/
 Breastfeeding Supports
 Healthy Babies Healthy Children program
Triple P -  www.triplepontario.ca
Postpartum Dads - www.postpartumdads.org 
Postpartum Men -  www.postpartummen.com  
Canadian Pediatric Society - www.caringforkids.cps.ca 
Health Canada – Product Safety http://www.healthycanadians.gc.ca/index-eng.php
The Period of Purple Crying - www.purplecrying.info 
Car Seats Videos -  www.mto.gov.on.ca/english/safety/carseat/tips.shtml
Healthy Baby Healthy Brain -  www.healthybabyhealthybrain.ca/
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Class Notes
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section 2 
planning for

parenting
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Becoming parents is a life-long decision. You probably feel there are many things to consider before taking the 
leap into parenthood, and rightly so.  Along with your excitement, you may have some feelings of anxiety and 
uncertainty. This is a big decision and your mixed feelings are very natural.

Take some time to discuss the questions below with your partner (or support person). Be open with each 
other, even though it may be difficult at times.

Why do I want a baby?
Is our relationship strong?
Do I respect and trust you?
Do I accept your strengths and weaknesses?
Do I have a sense of humour in our relationship?
Do we share responsibilities and decision making?
Am I willing to make a long-term commitment to you and raise our child in a loving and stable environment?
How will the way I was raised affect my own parenting style?
What kind of parent do I think I’ll be?
What changes do I expect in our relationship? In my relationships with my family? Friends? In my social life?
Who can I depend on for help?
How will having a baby affect my work or career goals?
Who will take care of the baby after he or she is born? Will one or both of us return to work?
How much does it cost to have a baby?  Can we afford it?

Your reasons for wanting to start a family:

1.  

2.

Your partner’s reasons for wanting to start a family:

1.   

2.   

parenthood considerations     
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As a future mother, what do you believe will be the joys of parenting?

What are some of your concerns?

As a future father, what do you believe will be the joys of parenting?

What are your concerns?

We all have different ideas about what parenting 
will be like. Now is the time to talk with each 

other and share some of your hopes, doubts and 
expectations about becoming parents.

“We didn’t plan on becoming pregnant this early. We had hoped to have more 
time together as a couple, perhaps have a house and the option of me being 

able to stay at home to raise our daughter.”
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We all “value” different aspects of life. When making the decision whether or not to enter the parenting world, 
this is one area to seriously consider with your partner. Use the following exercise to examine your values.

The statements on the following page represent various attitudes people have about parenthood. Check 
“A” if you agree with the statement, “D” if you disagree with the statement or “?” if you are not sure how 
you feel about the statement. Have your partner do the same. Compare and discuss your feelings about 
each statement. Most couples do not agree on every statement. The object of this exercise is not to have 
total agreement on every statement, but to discuss and reach a compromise about each value, sorting out 
potential problems before you become parents.

What Do You Value?

1. People should get married before having children. 

2.  Having a baby would make me feel fulfilled.

3.  It is important for a couple to plan together how many children they will have.

4.  It is more important to be a good parent than to be a good partner. 

5.  Children hold a relationship together.

6.  Having a career is more important than raising children.

7.  Adults give up their freedom once they have children.

8.  An adopted child is never loved as much as a biological child.

9.  Couples should agree on discipline attitudes before having children.

10. Couples should be financially prepared before they have children. 

11.  It is necessary for a couple to share the same religious beliefs.

  

Agree

“A” 
Value Statement Agree

“A”

Disagree

“D”

Unsure

“?”
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Tasks, Time & Taking Turns – PART ONE

It can be easy to overlook the contributions each of you makes to your household.  Before baby arrives, it may 
be helpful to take a realistic look at current household responsibilities as a starting point for talking about 
how things might change when baby arrives. Complete the following table by checking who is currently 
responsible for each task. 

Laundry Partner Mom Shared Other (specify)

Sorting

Washing

Folding

Putting away

Ironing

Food

Groceries

Planning meals

Cooking

Dishes (wash, put away)

Packing lunches

Housework

Vacuuming

Cleaning floors

Dusting

Cleaning bathroom

General tidying

Changing bed linens

Major cleaning (oven, windows)

Garbage/recycling

Indoor/Outdoor Maintenance

Lawn care

Snow removal

Gardening

Painting

Renovating

Minor fix-ups

Keeping garage in order

Pool upkeep

Dump 
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Car Partner Mom Shared Other (specify)

Arranging repairs

Cleaning

Purchasing

Finances

Paying bills

Balancing cheque book

Handling investments

Negotiating loans/mortgage/insurance

Animal Care

Feeding

Walking/exercising

Cleaning (poop-scoop, litter)

Bathing, grooming

Vet appointments

Holidays and Entertainment

Planning gatherings with family/friends

Planning vacation

Packing for vacation

Shopping

Birthdays

Holidays

Home essentials (i.e. cleaning supplies)

Baby Care

Diapers

Feeding

Bathing

Playing with (walking, reading, talking)

Putting down for sleep

Medical appointments

Shopping for baby needs

Caring for baby when baby is sick

Parenting education

Arranging babysitting

It’s important to keep communication lines open and honest.  A strong relationship between the two of 
you will establish a firm foundation on which to build a family.  
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Tasks, Time & Taking Turns – PART TWO

In this activity, partners are encouraged to take a realistic look at what a typical day could look like when baby 
arrives.  Work together to fill in the time slots on the left, with the activities on the right.  Will you fit everything 
in?  How will you prioritize your time?  

(We know that babies will need to eat every 1-3 hours and often need their diapers changed about the same times.) 

Time Task(s) Potential things to do

00:00 am
Feed and change diaper � Tummy time, 20 mins, 3x/day

� Baby bath

� Shower

� Laundry, sort/change loads/fold 

� Vacuuming, floors

� Clean bathroom 

� Water flower pots, x 10 pots

� Mow lawn/shovel snow

� Empty garbage

� Do dishes

� Breakfast, prepare and eat

� Lunch, prepare and eat

� Dinner, prepare, cook, eat, 1hr

� Snacks

� Need milk, 30mins into town and back

� Phone calls (friends, family, co-workers)

� Visitors (neighbours, friends, family, co-workers)

� Get mail

� Friends birthday party

� Time for self, minimum 30 mins

� Time for each other

� Feed/walk/play with pets

� Naps, 2 x 30 mins

� Sleep 3 x 2-3hr blocks

� Playing/reading with baby

01:00 am

02:00 am

03:00 am
Feed and change diaper

04:00 am

05:00 am

06:00 am Feed and change diaper

07:00 am

08:00 am Feed and change diaper

09:00 am

10:00 am

11:00 am Feed and change diaper

12:00 pm

1:00 pm Feed and change diaper

2:00 pm

3:00 pm

4:00 pm Feed and change diaper

5:00 pm

6:00 pm Feed and change diaper

7:00 pm

8:00 pm Feed and change diaper

9:00 pm

10:00 pm Feed and change diaper

11:00 pm
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living with stress
“When I get all steamed  up, hear me ...”

Stress! We all feel it in our lives. Whether it is our response to a long line up at the grocery store, 
dealing with a pushy person or lack of money, we all experience it to some degree. Stress in itself 
is not necessarily a bad thing. Sometimes it forces us to do what needs to be done. At other times 
stress can be overwhelming or chronic; this type of stress can affect your body and mind in a 
negative way.

Ask yourself…

Do I deal with my stresses in a positive way or do I sweep it under the rug? Do they resurface later?

 Do I react to stress by eating poorly, reaching for cigarettes, or drinking too much on occasion?

 Are there ways I could improve my life so that I am more relaxed and in control?

Why now?

Planning for pregnancy is a good time to look 
at the stresses in your life and identify how you 
deal with them. While preparing for pregnancy 
may be an exciting and fun time, it can be 
stressful  if it does not happen as quickly as you 
expect. Getting pregnant and becoming parents 
will create changes in your life. Even during 
pregnancy, there are physical and emotional 
changes you have to deal with. As for the stress 
associated with parenting, well, just ask anyone 
who has kids!

The point is, we could all learn how to relax 
more and there is no time like the present.

Trying to get pregnant can be 

stressful…

“Just relax and let it happen, take a vacation, forget 
about it for awhile.”

Couples who are trying to get pregnant are 
often given the above advice. Is it implying 
that stress can interfere with the ability to get 
pregnant? After years of research, this  still 
remains difficult to answer. Firstly, stress is 
difficult to measure in scientific terms because 
we all feel and deal with it differently. Secondly, 

much of the research in this area has been 
done on couples already seeking help for 
fertility issues, which in itself can lead to 
increased stress! So, what is known about stress 
and infertility? Generally, scientists agree there 
is a relationship between the two. However, 
it is hard to determine if stress is a cause of 
infertility or if infertility is the cause of stress. 
While it is possible that chronic or extreme 
stress may have some effect on the hormones 
associated with the reproductive system, there 
is no conclusive evidence that normal day-
to-day stress causes  infertility. Let’s face it, 
relaxing a little more will not hurt your chances 
of getting pregnant!

The impact of stress on pregnancy…

Recent studies suggest that high levels of 
stress during pregnancy may lead to premature 
births and possibly to low birth weight, even 
in full term babies. Women who experience 
high levels of stress may not be following good 
health habits. They may  not eat properly, 
or they may react to stress by reaching for 
cigarettes, alcohol or other drugs, which can 
place a baby at greater risk.
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So, how stressed are you?

Many of us don’t realize the level to which we are experiencing stress. Is your stress level higher than you 
think? For a little bit of fun, relax and take a moment to fill out this self-rating scale.

Yes No Do you frequently…

Neglect your diet?

Try to do everything yourself? 

“Blow up” easily?

Seek unrealistic goals?

Fail to see the humour in situations others find funny? 

Act rude?

Make a “big deal” out of everything?

Look to other people to make things happen? 

Have difficulty making decisions?

Complain you are disorganized?

Avoid people whose ideas are different from your own? 

Keep everything inside?

Neglect exercise?

Have few supportive relationships?

Use sleeping pills and tranquilizers without a doctor’s approval? 

Get too little rest?

Get angry when you are kept waiting? 

Ignore stress symptoms?

Put things off until later?

Think there is only one right way to do something? 

Fail to build relaxation time into your day?

Gossip?

Race through the day?

Spend a lot of time complaining about the past? 

Fail to get a break from the noise and the crowds?

Score: 1 for each “Yes” answer, 0 for each “No” answer        Total Score: ________

What does your score mean?

1 to 6:  

 7 to 13:      

14 to 20:    

Above 20: 

There are few hassles in your life. But remember, do not avoid problems by shying away 
from challenges.

You are in fairly good control of your life. Work on the choices and habits that may be 
causing unnecessary stress in your life.

You are approaching the danger  zone. You may be experiencing “stress-related” 
symptoms and strain in your relationships. Think carefully about choices you have made 
and take time to relax every day.

Emergency! You must stop now. Take time to reflect on attitudes and lifestyle choices.  
Seek suggestions on how to live a healthier, happier life.

Were you surprised? Are you happy with your situation, 
or could you benefit from stress management techniques?
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Identifying…The first step to understanding your stress!

Before deciding on a plan of action, it is important to identify signs of stress in yourself as well as 
some of the current causes of stress in your life. Once this is done, you can work on activities to help 
reduce them.

Some of the signs I notice in myself when I am feeling stressed are:

You may want to ask your partner or a close friend to help you identify your reactions to stress.

Stresses in my life…

At Work

At Home

In Relationships With Others

With Myself
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Alter Avoid Accept Action

At Work

At Home

In Relationships 
with Others

 With Myself

Altering: 
Involves removing the source of stress by changing 
something about the situation. Improving 
communication skills, settling differences, planning 
your time differently, or asking for help are ways to 
alter a situation.

Avoiding: 
Ignoring the issue may be the best solution 
at times. However, be careful that you are not 
sweeping it under the rug only to have it resurface 
in a much bigger form. Avoidance might work 
for the small stuff that gets us all worked up. For 
example, if you know the grocery store is always 
busy on Friday nights, you may choose a time early 
in the morning. Avoiding stress may also involve 
saying “no” at times.

Accepting: 
Many problems are out of your control.  
The only option may be to accept them 
and try to increase your capacity to tolerate 
stress. Exercising, eating well and learning 
methods of relaxation can help with this. 
Change your perception of a situation by 
using humour, positive self-talk, or seeing 
it as a learning experience. This can help 
you redefine a situation so that it is seen as 
less stress provoking.

Dealing with stress … Alter, Avoid or Accept???

When you are feeling the effects of stress, you can deal with it in three different ways: Alter It, Accept It 
or Avoid It. The strategy you choose depends on how you view the situation.

Now that you are familiar with the three A’s 
(alter, avoid and accept), go back and look 
at the sources of stress you identified in the 
previous activity. Which “A” would you use 
with each issue?
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Tips to Reduce Stress

Here are some stress-reducing tips you can engage in during your pregnancy. You can even continue 
many of these tips after pregnancy to ensure your stress level remains manageable after delivery.

Talk regularly with your partner
Eat nutritious meals and snacks and drink plenty of fluids
Get plenty of sleep
Accept that you are pregnant – learn to slow down your daily schedule and prioritize daily
Give up some control – Frequently stress comes from situations you have no control over.  Keep 
in mind that there are many things related to pregnancy that will be out of your control
Learn to say “NO”
Accept help
Exercise regularly
Take time to rest and relax (mini vacation or prenatal massage)
Try some natural stress reduction techniques (yoga or mediation)
Maintain close ties with friends, family and loved ones
Learn about pregnancy and childbirth – attend prenatal classes and meet other women going 
through pregnancy
If you continue to suffer from stress or you find your stress level rising, seek professional help or 
look for community resources that can help you find ways to reduce your stress and deal with 
challenges

The amount of support you receive 
from the people around you plays an 
important role on how much stress 
you feel during your pregnancy. If 
you receive very little support, you 
may feel anxious, alone or depressed. 
Take steps towards dealing with the 
stress in your life! In planning your 
course of action, do not forget to use 
family and friends who could help 
you in accomplishing your goals.

As for the future…

You will be your children’s greatest role model. Showing them positive ways to deal 
with life’s situations is probably  one of the greatest gifts you will ever give them.
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Did you know that women abuse can start during pregnancy? If you were abused in the past, it can get 
worse once you are pregnant. The abuse will not stop once the baby is born. Abusive relationships can mean 
any relationship that involves physical, psychological, verbal, sexual, spiritual, or 
financial abuse.
  

  

Where to get help….

If you are an abused woman, call one
of the 24-hours Crisis Lines listed below:

  1-866-863-0511 
 

  1-800-267-7946

  & Information Line (613) 342-8815

  Domestice Violence  
  613-283-2330 ext. 1258 

Relationship Quiz

  Do you find that your partner doesn’t want you to see other friends 
        or participate in activities that do not include him/her?

 Does your partner criticize the way you dress, talk, look?

 Are there times when your partner’s teasing hurts your feelings?

  Does your partner make fun of you in front of your friends or        
        family?

  Do you decide together what to do when together?

 Do you ever feel pressured to do something?

 Has your partner ever hit or slapped you?

 Do you feel free to say “No” without having to explain your reasons?

 Does your partner help you feel good about yourself?

If you answered  yes to any questions but 5, 8 and 9 there are abusive 
elements to your relationship. Abuse often starts or gets worse during 
pregnancy. Talk to someone you trust.

Physical Abuse

  throwing things

Psychological or Emotional Abuse

Verbal Abuse

   attacking her self esteem

Sexual Abuse

  unwanted sexual acts

Spiritual Abuse

Financial Abuse

relationship check-up



section 3:
transition to 
parenthood
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the transition from partners to parents
The transition to being a parent is one of the most significant life events that a person can experience. 
Few things change life like the birth of a child. Have you ever thought about the changes that you can 
anticipate with a baby’s birth? Relationships? Your social life? Your emotional life? Finances?  Housework? 
Time? Sleep?

Just as a mother needs to learn how her body and emotions will change as she prepares for a child’s 
birth, couples need to know about the changes that may occur for them as they make the transition from 
partners to parents. Both parents share some changes that occur with the arrival of a child. However, 
men and women may experience differences in the key issues they identify as concerns in the transition 
to becoming a parent. Talking about a “His vs. Hers” transition to parenthood also is accurate in some 
ways. This publication is meant to help couples think about the transition issues they will experience or 
already may have experienced in becoming parents. It also describes common transition issues and ways 
to cope with them.

“His” vs. “Hers” Transition to Parenthood - An Exercise

The transition to parenthood brings common stresses. However, some are more challenging to women 
while others are more challenging to men.  To get a sense of what transition issues most affect each of 
you as a man or woman in the couple relationship, fill out the brief Transition Quiz in Activity 1.

His Transition Issues - Top 5
          
1._______________________________

2._______________________________

3._______________________________

4._______________________________

5._______________________________

  

Her Transition Issues - Top 5
          
1._______________________________

2._______________________________

3._______________________________

4._______________________________

5._______________________________

  

The Transition Quiz

Activity 1 - The Transition Quiz

Select from the Transition Issues list and try to identify the top five issues for yourself and also for your 
partner. Have your partner do the same thing. Compare your lists and see how you are similar and 
different in issues that have been important to you. Use this to discuss transition issues with each other. 
Next, compare your responses to the top five concerns listed for men and women in general. How are 
you similar or different?
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Transition Issues List

 

Lack of sleep and tiredness

Changing diapers

Expensive baby clothes

Financially providing for the family

Anxiety about child illnesses

Increased chores and housework

Decline in sexual interest

Nutritional needs of the child

Lack of time for watching television

Dissatisfaction with personal appearance

Concern about spouse’s needs

Unpredictable shifts in mood and anxiety

Cost of child care

Time together as a couple

Loss of free time for self and social activities

Change in work situation

Overstimulation of child

Personal doubts and parental competence of skills

Recovery from labor and delivery

Intrusive in-laws

Marital communication

Changes in body figure

Financial preparation for child’s schooling

Individual stress and roles and responsibilities

Couple disagreements about roles

Decisions about child care

For men, the top transition issues 

tend to include:

Financially providing for the family
Lack of sleep and tiredness
Increased chores and housework
Intrusive in-laws
Loss of free time for self and social     
activities
Decline in spouse’s sexual interest
Couple disagreements about roles

For women, the top transition issues 

tend to include:

Lack of sleep and tiredness
Changes in body figure
Personal doubts and parental competence or 
skills
Unpredictable shifts in mood and anxiety
Dissatisfaction with personal appearance
Increased chores and housework
Individual stress about roles and responsibilities
Change in work situation

Couples should take the time to discuss the particular issues that concern them and find ways to be 
supportive of each other in coping with the transition from partners to parents.

All of these topics can be a concern for one partner or the other in a couple 
relationship and the issues for each person may differ. Understanding one 
another’s concerns and being sensitive is helpful when coping with the transition 
to parenthood. Research that examines the transition to parenthood for married 
couples has identified some of the top issues from this list for both men and women.
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Key Transition  Issues in Becoming a Parent

Why is dealing effectively with the stresses of transition to parenthood important to good 
parenting and healthy couple relationships? If parents are able to overcome differences and work 
together, they are much more able to respond positively to the challenges of raising a child and 
provide a nurturing atmosphere. Some of the key concerns that parents encounter in this transition 
and helpful resources or strategies to cope with them are:

A key strategy for managing this transition as a couple is identifying and 

discussing your expectations about who will do what tasks and why. 

Each person has ideas about who should be responsible for certain child 

care or household tasks — women, men or a mix of both. These are 

gender expectations. Yours might be traditional, egalitarian (sharing 

responsibilities equally) or transitional (who’s responsible while the baby 

is little). Think through your expectations and compare them with your 

partner, then search for common  ground.  Try the following approaches:

the child, putting the child to sleep, getting up at night, changing diapers, 

making meals, etc.). Discuss how each of you feels about doing each of 

these tasks. Decide who will be responsible for certain things and then 

support each other.

tasks in caring for the child or cleaning up at home.

Did your parents do it the way you expect it to be done? Do you prefer 

certain tasks to others? Explore your expectations with each other and be 

willing to make changes and compromise.

and positive. Avoid keeping score of who does what around the house.

comparing what they do to their fathers or other male role models. Women 

often tend to judge men’s contribution to family tasks by comparison to 

themselves. Discuss how each of you judges the other person’s contribution 

and work to understand each other’s point of view.

- Are housework and child care tasks shared so as to be somewhat fair?

- Does each person feel that the division of tasks is fair? If not, this leads 

to conflict.

- What are your expectations for another’s contribution?

- Do you express appreciation for each other’s efforts to make a 

contribution?

- Have you discussed your expectations about household work and child 

care responsibilities as a couple?

Helpful Coping Strategies
1.  Division of Labor in 

Housework and Child Care

A key question that new parents ask each 
other about housework and child care is: 
Who does what? Finding agreement and 
mutual satisfaction in this area is vital 
to overcoming post-birth marital and 
parental challenges. Because infants and 
toddlers must be cared for almost every 
hour of the day, this is a continuous issue 
that parents encounter and becomes 
very stressful if parents do not agree on 
who does what in providing care. This 
issue often leads to more conflict and 
disagreement than any other. While 
parents do expect a baby to create more 
work, one mother suggested the reality 
is like the difference between “watching 
a tornado on TV and having one actually 
blow the roof off your house.”
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2. Money Worries

Children cost money. Providing for 
family financial needs is often a 
concern of new parents. Who will 
be the main source of income? Will 
both parents work? What about the 
cost of child care? These and other 
questions need attention. Men may 
become more focused on making 
ends meet during this time, while 
women may become more focused 
on using money to enhance the 
baby’s well-being.

A key strategy for dealing with money concerns is working to understand each other’s patterns in thinking about and using 

money and managing any differences in a healthy way.

A child’s birth naturally brings differences in values and ideas to the surface. A key is not to let these differences come to be 

seen as glaring deficiencies in the parents’ relationship.

Try the following approaches:

of each other.

with a financial counselor or take classes on budgeting and money management.

how to cover new expenses and adjust to the financial aspects of raising a child.

maintain common ground. Avoid discussing money matters when you are tired, highly stressed or ill. Set up a time to talk 

about money concerns and focus on solutions.

Helpful Coping Strategies
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3. Relationship Difficulties

No marriage or partnership goes 
unaffected by a child’s birth. Couples 
often may feel less connected to one 
another for a time. Fatigue, diverging 
activities and the need for mutual support 
contribute to this feeling. Having less time 
for one another and having physical and 
sexual affection decline significantly are 
typical. Each person must reserve some 
time for the other and make efforts to 
be understanding and supportive of the 
other’s needs. Scheduling time as a couple 
just to talk, share feelings, express support 
or get away for some personal time is very 
important.

A key strategy for working through relationship difficulties is to understand what changes are coming to your life as a 

result of having a child and to adapt to those changes to grow in your relationship. One important fact parents must face 

is that a child changes their relationships, especially marriage or couple relationships. These relationships still can be very 

meaningful but usually are not the same as before a child. Thus, parents often must adjust their expectations for each other 

and the relationship. Try the following approaches:

each week to get out together as a couple and spend time together. Fifteen minutes a day can make a meaningful difference 

in your relationship.

still are important and a priority? Evaluate and make sure that fathers feel included in the family circle.

involves.

Discuss practical ways that fathers can connect with the child through play, rocking the child, feeding or just providing

support to mom.

to 10 minutes a day to assess your “emotional temperature” and discern if you feel distant and disengaged or comfortable 

and connected with each other.

Helpful Coping Strategies
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Today nearly 70 percent of 
mothers with children under the 
age of six work in part or full-time 
employment. This pattern has led 
to higher expectations of parental 
role sharing and questions about 
who puts career desires on hold 
when a child is born. Who picks up 
a child from the child care center? 
Who makes arrangements to see 
the doctor? Who can create a more 
flexible schedule?

Helpful Coping Strategies

A number  of approaches can help manage concerns about career or work issues 

after a child is born. Try the following approaches:

planning for the family’s future. Discuss who will work and why, explore options 

related to work and begin planning for future adjustments.

or her own goals. Parents have individual goals, desires and needs, but family goals 

must come first after a child’s birth. Identify family goals and work toward them 

together.

willingness to work together as a team.

It means moving from “you or me” to “we.”

Career and Work Issues

Want to go shopping? Too tired. Can you go 
bowling on Friday night? No, need to take 
the baby for pictures. Usually recreational 
activities, such as going to movies, eating 
out at restaurants or seeing friends, decline 
markedly after a child’s birth. New parents 
worry about leaving a child with someone 
else and so may not go out at all. Mothers at 
home with the child may feel isolated and cut 
off, wishing for an adult conversation. Social 
activities in a couple’s lives often change with 
the birth of a child, and so partners need to 
take time to adjust and discuss how they will 
handle such changes.

Social Activities
Helpful Coping Strategies

Couples need to take the time to think about their future as 

a couple and how their social activities may change after a 

child’s birth. Try the following approaches:

your social life that may take place with a child’s birth. How 

does each person feel about the changes?

including friends, family members and each other.

picnics or even just at-home movies or time reserved for 

each other.

Communication often should include topics other than the 

needs of the baby!
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Share  your  expectations.  Men  and  women  who  are 

expecting a child should share with each other their hopes,  

expectations and concerns. This helps each person feel 

better prepared for what is to come and the realities that 

occur with the birth of a new child.

Give yourselves regular  couple  “checkups.”  Couples should  

“take  the  temperature”  of  their  relationship regularly. 

Ask questions. How does each of you feel about the new 

child in your lives? How does each person feel about the 

relationship right now? Discuss this when you have some 

quiet, uninterrupted time.

Make time to talk with each other. Babies fill up lots of 

time. Don’t let couple time slip away. Schedule time at least

once a week for a walk alone with each other or just to talk.

Even better, schedule in at least 15 minutes each day after

work, before dinner or during the day.

Negotiate what you will talk about. If one person feels 

concerned about something, then it is a concern. However,

it is easy to talk about too much at once. Agree to discuss 

only one or two issues at a time and focus only on solutions

to those topics. The ground rule is: Only one major topic        

at a time.

Be willing to experiment with new approaches. Babies 

change things. What might have worked before may be 

difficult now, such as the time of day you connect or going 

out regularly with friends. Be willing to try new approaches 

both with your relationship and with the baby. Realize 

that an argument may be a signal that your relationship 

needs attention or a new approach. Instead of focusing on 

who is wrong, focus on what is happening in your lives to 

make things  challenging and how to do things  differently              

if needed.

ten tips for a healthy transition from partners  to parents

Don’t ignore sex and intimacy. The physical changes that 

come with pregnancy and the tiredness that follows a baby’s

birth really can disrupt  a couple’s intimate life. Don’t   ignore 

this topic. Recognize and pursue opportunities for

nonsexual intimacy, such as touching, hugging or cuddling. 

Also, discuss your feelings and work to understand each 

other. Make adjustments as needed to this part of your life.

Line up support in the early stages. Support from others 

helps overcome stress — so think ahead. Contact and 

arrange for people or services that can be helpful or provide 

support before the need arises. Who can and will baby-sit in 

a pinch? Who can watch the baby while you have a night out 

as a couple? Make these arrangements early.

Talk with a friend  or family member  you trust.  If you 

struggle with the transition to being a parent or have fears, 

talk with a friend or family member  you trust. Seek out 

others who can share their ideas or experiences. A listening 

ear can help you feel better about this new adventure.

Find the balance between being a couple and being parents. 

A  new  child  consumes a  lot  of  time  and  attention. 

Remembering you still are a couple is important. Do not 

abandon your relationship needs while fulfilling your     

child’s needs.

 

Express your appreciation  for each other and your child. 

Work to remind yourselves that you have chosen to be a 

spouse  or  a  parent  for  a  reason. Focus  on  what  you

appreciate about your partner. Make a list and share it with   

him or her. Give your spouse a card that says what you

appreciate. Say it in words. Also, tell each other what you 

appreciate about your child. Support each other as parents

and enjoy the adventure.

 

Pages 18-24 adapted with permission  from North Dakota State University and Sean Brotherson, 
Family Science Specialist, NDSU Extension Service. The Transition from Partners  to Parents.   
Bright Beginnings,  No.2 (FS-604).

Making a healthy transition from partners to parents will help you strengthen your couple 
relationship and provide a positive, caring environment for your new child. Apply the 
following ideas to your own experience and work toward a successful transition:

1

2

3

4

5

10

9

8

7

6
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T       F           1.   Everyone is born with the natural skills needed for parenting. 

T       F           2.   Becoming a parent is a commitment for life.

T       F           3.   A pregnant woman can harm the development of her fetus by    
                            poor eating habits, smoking, drinking alcohol or using drugs.

T       F           4.   To be a successful parent, you must be a perfect person.

T       F           5.   To be a good parent, all you need to do is provide a child with    
                            food, clothing and a safe home. 

T       F           6.   Children need to know that their parents will accept them just    
                             the way they are.

T       F           7.   Every child needs parents who set and enforce limits for their            
                activities.

T       F           8.   Children will learn from what we say, no matter what we do.

T       F           9.   Discipline means “to teach”.

T       F         10.  Your philosophy on parenting will be formed by your values,
                             what you learn from others and what  you learn by yourself
                             from reading and listening.

T       F         11.  A pregnant woman should check with her doctor before 
                            taking any type of medication.

Learning About Parenthood  Quiz
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1. False Parenting is a learned skill. People tend to parent as they have been
                     parented. You also learn by actually being a parent.

2. True Once a parent, always a parent. Your involvement with your child may   
                      increase or decrease from time to time. No matter what happens in your                                                   
                      life,  you will always be your child’s parents.

3. True Poor prenatal nutrition, smoking, drinking alcohol or using drugs can   
                      affect the fetus’s growth and development in a variety of ways.

4. False It is important to know that no one is a perfect parent. All parents make   
                      mistakes and wrong turns along the way. Fortunately, children don’t   
 need perfect parents- just parents who always do the best they can.

5. False  To be healthy, ALL CHILDREN need love, acceptance, security, guidance   
                       and control, as well as food, clothing and a safe home.

6. True Children need to believe that their parents will always accept them for   
                      who they are even though their parents might not approve of 
 their actions.

7. True All children need to know that there are limits to what they can do and   
                      that their parents will hold them to those limits.

8. False  Children will not learn from what we say if our actions do not match our   
                       words (ie. if you want your child to stop hitting, spanking them when   
  they hit will not teach them the lesson you want them to learn).
 
9. True In the truest sense of the word, discipline means “to teach”. As parents,   
                     we must always be aware of what lessons our children are learning
 from us.

10. True It is important to develop your own philosophy about parenting- a vision   
                      of what kind of parent you would like to be. This will be formed by your   
                      values, what you have learned from others and what you learn for    
                      yourself by reading and listening.

11. True      A pregnant woman should seek the advice of her doctor or pharmacist  
 before taking any over-the-counter medications, prescription    
 medications, or herbal remedies. Many everyday remedies may contain   
                     drugs that are harmful to the developing fetus. 

Learning About Parenting Quiz adapted  with permission from the Saskatchewan  
Prevention Institute, www.preventioninstitute.sk.ca

 

Learning About Parenthood  Answers
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Fathers have an important role too. Healthy relationships require the work of both partners.

Mothers often go through a range of emotions during the prenatal period. A supportive and understanding 
father will help his partner come to terms with the mixed emotions often felt during pregnancy.  He can 
help the mother prepare for the baby’s birth by learning as much as he can about the process and by 
being a support person for her. For example, by attending prenatal classes together or attending prenatal 
appointments when possible.

A father can also show support for the mother in her 
decision to avoid alcohol, smoking and other drugs 
during her pregnancy by avoiding these substances 
himself. Both parents have a responsibility to protect 
their children from the unnecessary harm from 
alcohol or other drugs before, during and after birth. 
Children need all the love and care their parents can 
give them.

It’s important for both partners to talk about their 
fears and struggles as well as their joy and dreams. 
Talking with each other is important as they deal with 
their changing relationship and the arrival of  
their new baby.

Even if a father is no longer involved with the mother, he is still the child’s father and has a very important role 
to play in his child’s life. If the child’s father is no longer involved with the family, it’s important to have the 
support of family and friends. For both parents, this is a time to talk to each other about how you want to raise 
your baby.

How will you handle crying spells?

Who will get up with the baby in the night? 

What about toilet training?

What does discipline mean to you?

You’ll need the answers to these questions 
much sooner than you think. Pregnancy is a 
great time to talk it over - while you still have 
quiet time that’s all your own!

 

It’s perfectly okay for me to be imperfect. This 
includes not being a perfect parent.
This means that it’s okay that I have already made 
a lot of mistakes as a parent and that it’s okay that 
I will make other mistakes in the future.

What’s not okay is for me to pretend that I am 
perfect and to thereby hide my mistakes from 
myself.

Instead I will catch my mistakes with a smile 
rather than a kick and learn what they have to 
teach me.

That way, I won’t make the same mistakes too 
often, and I’ll never be a perfect parent and 
that’s okay, because my goal is excellence, not 
perfection.

The Parents’ Affirmation 

of Imperfection

What values are important 

to each of you?

expectant fathers
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As a parent you must be willing and able to provide the basic needs of life on a regular daily basis. To grow 
healthy and strong, children must have the basic essentials of food, clothing and shelter. Equally important 
are the children’s emotional needs for love and acceptance. To be healthy, all children need:

Love  
All children need to feel that:

their parents love, want and enjoy them
they matter to someone
there are people who care about what 
happens to them

Acceptance 
All children need to believe that their parents:

like them for themselves, just the way they are 
will always accept them even though not 
always approving of what they do
will let them grow and develop in their       
own way

Security  
All children need to know that:

home is a good, safe place
parents will always be there, especially in 
times of crisis when needed most
they belong to a family or group; there is a 
place where  they fit in

Guidance  
All children need to have:

friendly help in learning how to behave towards others
grown-ups around who show by example how to get along with others

Control  

All children need to know:
there are limits to what they can do and  that their parents will hold them to those limits
that it is all right to feel jealous or angry, but that they may not hurt themselves or others when 
they have these feelings

Something to think about...

What kind of parent do I want to be?  What can I do to ensure that I am that parent? 
What are my strengths?  What do I have to offer my child? 

What parenting skills would I like to work on?  What kind of person would I like them to be?

what every child needs
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Multiple Births Canada

1-866-228-8824
www.multiplebirthscanada.org

Nutrition

www.eatrightontario.ca

Public Health Agency of Canada - 

Healthy Pregnancy

 www.healthycanadians.gc.ca

The Society of Obstetricians and 

Gynaecologists of Canada 

www.socg.org
 
Triple P Ontario

www.triplepontario.ca

Health Canada

www.hc-sc.gc.ca

resource list

Leeds, Grenville & Lanark District Health Unit

www.healthunit.org/children/

Best Start 

www.beststart.org 
www.healthbeforepregnancy.ca

Canadian Paediatric Society

www.cps.ca

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario

(for assistance in finding a family doctor)
www.cpso.on.ca

Fatherhood 

www.dadcentral.ca
www.newdadmanual.ca
www.healthybeforepregnancy.ca/men
www.fira.ca 

Important: Remember your baby must be registered for the following:

Birth Certificate – 1-800-461-2156 or www.serviceontario.ca

Health Cards – 1-800-664-8988 or www.health.gov.on.ca

Social Insurance Card – 1-800-206-7218 or www.servicecanada.gc.ca
NOTE: Must show birth certificate

Universal Child Care Benefit – 1-800-959-2221 or  www.cra-arc.gc.ca/uccb

Canada Child Tax Benefit – 1-800-387-1193 or www.cra-arc.gc.ca
 
Ontario Child Benefit – 1-866-821-7770 or www.children.gov.on.ca
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Telehealth Ontario: 1-866-797-0000   TTY: 1-866-797-0007
The government’s Telehealth Ontario program is a free, confidential telephone service you can call to get 
health advice or general health information from a Registered Nurse, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. A call 
to Telehealth Ontario does not replace 911 – that is always the first number you should call in emergency 
situations. www.health.gov.on.ca

Motherisk: 1-877-439-2744 Helpline
Motherisk - Canada’s expert on the safety of medications, infections, chemicals, personal products and 
everyday exposures during pregnancy and breastfeeding.

Ontario Early Years Centres
Offer parenting programs, workshops and interactive play for parents/caregivers
and children 0-6 years of age. Please visit www.ontarioearlyyears.ca or call 613-341-9044 ext.2374 for 
hours of operation in Leeds & Grenville Counties; for Lanark County call Connections at 613-257-2779 or 
Early Years at 613-283-0095.

Triple P Ontario: 
For parenting information and support, call 1-800-660-5853 or visit www.triplepontario.ca

services for parents

Leeds, Grenville & Lanark District Health Unit

Health ACTION Line: 1-800-660-5853
www.healthunit.org

Parenting  Classes, Clinics, and Groups are available  through Public Health

 

For more information on these services please visit www.healthunit.org or 
call the Health ACTION Line 1-800-660-5853.

Classes

Prenatal Classes
Baby Talk Classes
Triple P Positive Parenting 
Program
Good Foods For Healthy Baby

Support Group

Breastfeeding Support
LaLeche League

Clinics

Breastfeeding Consults
Travel Consults
Dental Clinics
Immunization Clinics
Sexual Health Clinics

 
 



section 4: 
homework





The number of environmental hazards may feel overwhelming.  Try to think of the steps you can realistically 
take to reduce the risks to you and your family; what would have the most impact?  While no one can control 
everything in their environment, they can make small changes to limit potential exposures and make a difference 
to the safety of a pregnant woman and her growing baby.

Use the list of resources on the back of this sheet to help you complete the following table.

Exposure Potential Hazard
Effects to 

Mom/Baby

Tips to 

Reduce Exposure

Air Quality Smog
Aerosol Sprays

Household Dust
Scented products
Volatile Organic 

Compounds (VOC’s)

Cleaning Products
Ammonia

Bleach
Alcohol

Turpentine
Disinfectant Cleaners
Antibacterial Soaps

Lead
Toys

Costume Jewelry
Pottery

Water Pipes in Older 
Homes

Paint in Older Homes

Mercury

Some Fish (eg Tuna)
Older Glass 

Thermometers
Dental Fillings

Paint
Oil Based

Latex
Varnish

Paint Thinner
Fumes (VOC’s)



Exposure Potential Hazard Effects to Mom/Baby
Tips to 

Reduce Exposure

Personal Care 

Products
Fragranced Products

Lotion
Hair Dye

Nail Polish & Remover
Shampoo

Self-Tanners

Pesticides
Pest Control Sprays & 

Powders
Weed Killer

Repellent Containing 
DEET

Plastics Phthalates (used to 
increase flexibility)
Bisphenol-A (used 
to make hard, clear 

plastic and linings of 
food and beverage 

cans)

Exposures at Work
Industrial Settings
Hair & Nail Salons

Construction
Agriculture

Transportation
Dry Cleaning

Identify potential hazards in 

your own & your partner’s 

workplace.

What can you do to reduce 

the risk?

Resource List

Hidden Exposures: Informing pregnant women and families about  harmful environmental exposures 
http://www.toronto.ca/health/hphe/pdf/hidden_exposures.pdf

Canadian Partnership for Children’s Health and Environment (CPCHE)

www.healthyenvironmentforkids.ca

Motherisk

www.motherisk.org

Adapted with permission by the Best Start Resource Centre.

Leeds, Grenville & Lanark District

HEALTH UNIT
Your Partner in Public Health

www.healthunit.org



We encourage you to write down your wishes and desires for birth and early newborn care, and to discuss these with your physician.  
Your birth plan works best if you write down what you want vs. what you don’t want.

Your support people: (Who do I want with me during labour and delivery?  Examples may include partner, family, doula, children.)

Your preferences about comfort measures and pain control: (What are the available options?  What are you most comfortable with?  
Examples may include breathing techniques, shower/tub, changing positions, analgesics, epidurals/spinals, nitrous oxide, general 
anesthesia)

Medical interventions during labour: (What are the routine procedures and what additional procedures may be necessary?  Examples 
may include fetal monitoring, enemas, intravenous, rupture of membranes, induction/augmentation, episiotomy.)

Second stage and delivery: (What are my options for birthing positions and breathing during pushing?)

Most important issues: (What is your overall goal for your birthing experience?  Examples may include having an un-medicated labour 
and birth, skin-to-skin contact following the birth, partner cutting the umbilical cord.)

Concerns or fears: (By including these in the birth plan, your support team is more likely to provide care based on your identified 
issues. Examples may include fear of needles, fear of pain, concerned about the health of the baby.)

Infant feeding: (What is your infant feeding plan?  Examples may include skin-to-skin contact within 30 minutes of delivery, no 
supplementations, consultation with a lactation consultant.)

Newborn Procedures: (What are the common procedures done to newborn immediately after birth?  You may include partner cutting 
the umbilical cord, baby placed on chest immediately after delivery.)

THE BIRTH PLAN HAS BEEN REVIEWED AND DISCUSSED WITH ME. 

Patient’s signature: 

Health-care provider’s signature:

birth plan

Leeds, Grenville & Lanark District

HEALTH UNIT
Your Partner in Public Health

www.healthunit.org
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